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Press release 

17 May 2016 
 

Opening of the exhibition  

“Five Modern Masterpieces in dialogue with the collections” 
 

On Wednesday the 18th of May 2016, the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of 

Belgium (RMFAB) open the exhibition “Five Modern Masterpieces in 

dialogue with the collections”. In an original and innovative presentation, 

five masterpieces from the modern and contemporary art collections are 

in the focus. Salvador Dalí, Marcel Broodthaers, Francis Bacon, Paul Delvaux 

and Victor Servranckx dialogue with a selection of paintings, drawings, 

sculptures from other artists of the RMFAB. To enrich this experience, a 

multimedia tool ("digital experience") offers enhanced content: videos, 

digital art, touchscreen table, high definition projections, ... 

The five masterpieces of modern and contemporary art are inaugurated 

on the occasion of the project “100 Masters” (100 masterpieces from 

Brussels’ museums) organized by the Brussels Museums Council, that also 

starts on 18 May. A total of 22 masterpieces of the RMFAB have been 

selected in the 100 Masters listing. 
  

 
 

Masterpieces to rediscover 
 

The exhibition “Five Modern Masterpieces” focuses on 5 major works of the modern 

and contemporary art collections of the RMFAB: “The Temptation of St. Anthony” by 

Salvador Dalí, “Red Mussels in a Cooking Pot” by Marcel Broodthaers, “Pope with 

Owls“ by Francis Bacon, “Pygmalion” by Paul Delvaux and “Opus 47” by Victor 

Servranckx. 
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In an original and innovative presentation, five masterpieces from the collection of 

modern and contemporary art are narrated by a selection of paintings, drawings, 

sculptures from other artists of the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium. The visitor is 

brought to make connections between the different works, to understand the 

various influences, the context, the background, the coincidence of themes. An 

original dialogue is thus created around the concept of “masterpiece”, a cultural 

construction built by a society at a given time. What was perceived as a masterpiece 

yesterday might not necessarily be perceived as such tomorrow: identification is 

reconstructed perpetually through the course of history and under different 

circumstances. The Museums exhibit internationally acclaimed artists Salvador Dalí, 

Marcel Broodthaers, Francis Bacon, Paul Delvaux and Victor Servranckx right next to 

artists such as Firmin Baes, Louis Buisseret, Charles De Coorde, Philippe De Gobert, 

Prosper De Troyer, Paul Maas, Karel Maes, Marcel Marien , ELT Mesens Leon Navez, 

Anna Staritsky or Edmond Van Dooren. Will this confrontation stimulate a new way of 

looking at these lesser known works or forgotten artists and turn them into the 

masterpieces of tomorrow? 

 

Digital experience 
 

To enrich this experience, a multimedia cylinder ("digital experience") offers enhanced 

content - videos, digital art, touchscreen table, high definition projections, ... - for a 

comprehensive approach to the artistic creation. With this innovative concept, the 

Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium aim to constantly renew the digital experience 

within the museum. Located at the heart of this space for a minimum of three years, this 

project will complement and improve each new selection from the collection of 

modern and contemporary art.           

Next exhibition: ’14  | ’18: Rupture or Continuity  (29.09.2016 > 22.01.2017). 

 

The partners, TreeTop, the National Lottery and the Friends of Museums (Become a 

Friend) made this « digital experience » possible. 

 

Discover the video of the project : https://youtu.be/_M8rgpzMTD0  

 

#100masters 
 

The five masterpieces of modern and contemporary art are inaugurated on the 

occasion of the project “100 Masters” (100 masterpieces from Brussels’ museums) 

organized by the Brussels Museums Council. Info : 100masters.brussels #100masters  

A total of 22 masterpieces of the RMFAB have been selected in the 100 Masters listing. 

The public can know rediscover the works of Fabre, Magritte, Spilliaert, Khnopff, 

Meunier, Seurat, Ensor, David, Rubens, Bruegel, van der Weyden,… in the permanent 

collections. 
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Activities 
 

- The slow art guided tours  focus on two or three  masterpieces of the RMFAB. One 

hour to look deeper into art. (only in French/Dutch) 

http://www.fine-arts-museum.be/nl/agenda/2016/05/19/slow-art-met-onze-topstukken 

http://www.fine-arts-museum.be/fr/agenda/2016/05/19/slow-art-avec-nos-chefs-doeuvre  

- Speed dating on Sunday 22 May 2016 (only in French/Dutch) 

To combine the passion of art with other passions… 

http://www.smartvibes.be/nl/22-05-speeddate-brussel-30-40j-2817.htm  

http://www.flashdate.be/fr/22-05-speeddating-bruxelles-30-40-ans-2818.htm  

- Adults trail : a trail into the permanent collections of the RMFAB to rediscover the 22 

masterpieces selected for the 100 Masters project. 

- Kids trail : children (6-12years) will look for tiny details hidden in 9 masterpieces of the 

Old Masters Museum and Fin-de-Siècle Museum. 

- Map: a general map of the RMFAB with the exact location of all 22 masterpieces. 
 
 
 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
 

fine-arts-museum.be   100masters.brussels 

#FineArtsBelgium  #100masters  

 

Opening hours 

20.01.2016 > 15.05.2016 

Tuesday > Friday  |  10am > 5pm   

Saturday > Sunday  |   11am > 6pm  

 

Adress 

Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium 

Rue de la Régence 3   |   1000 Brussels 

In the « Patio » near the main hall 

 

Entrance fees 

Free access with a ticket for the Old Masters Museum (or a “combi” ticket) 

€8 adult  

€6 senior (+65 y), adults in group 

€2 young people  (6 - 25 y), school groups, people with disabilities and their escort, job 

seekers 

€0 children (-6 y), teachers, Friends of the RMFAB, ICOM-member 
 

Ticketing online : https://onlineticketing.fine-arts-museum.be 
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CONTACTS 
 

Communication  

Isabelle Bastaits 

T + 32 2 508 34 09  M + 32 479 24 99 04          

Isabelle.bastaits@fine-arts-museum.be 
 

Press 

Samir Al-Haddad 

T + 32 2 508 34 08  M + 32 472 50 00 14 

samir.al-haddad@fine-arts-museum.be 

 


